FORMULA 1 ROLEX BRITISH GRAND PRIX
SILVERSTONE
14-15-16 JULY 2017
F1 SPORTING REGULATIONS (30th April 2017) - changes from previous year are pink
36)

STARTING PROCEDURE
Unless it is necessary to use the procedure set out in ArƟcle 39.16 the following procedure will
be used.

36.1

30 minutes before the start of the formaƟon lap the pit exit will be opened and cars will be
permiƩed to leave the pit lane to cover a reconnaissance lap. At the end of this lap they will
stop on the grid in starƟng order with their engines stopped.
Should they wish to cover more than one reconnaissance lap, this must be done by driving
down the pit lane at greatly reduced speed between each of the laps. If a driver stops in his pit
between reconnaissance laps the car may only re-join the track by being driven from the
driver’s garage and not from his pit stop posiƟon.
All drivers going to the pit exit at this Ɵme must do so at a constant speed and with constant
throƩle. This applies over the whole of the pit lane whether a driver is going to the pit exit
from his garage or travelling through the pit lane between reconnaissance laps.
Any car which does not complete a reconnaissance lap and reach the grid under its own
power will not be permiƩĞd to start the race from the grid.

36.2

22 minutes before the scheduled start of the formaƟon lap, a warning signal will be given
indicaƟng that the end of the pit lane will be closed in two minutes.
20 minutes before the scheduled start of the formaƟon lap the end of the pit lane will be
closed and a second warning signal will be given. Any car which is sƟůů in the pit lane can start
from the end of the pit lane provided it got there under its own power. If more than one car is
Ăīected they must line up in the order in which they quĂůŝĮed. However, any car reaching the
end of the pit lane aŌĞr the Įve minute signal must start behind any car already at the pit exit.
All such cars may then join the race once the whole Įeld has passed the end of the pit lane for
the Įrst Ɵme aŌĞr the start.

36.3

The approach of the start will be announced by signals shown ten minutes, Įve minutes, three
minutes, one minute and ĮŌĞĞn seconds before the start of the formaƟon lap, each of which
will be accompanied by an audible warning.
When the ten minute signal is shown, everybody except drivers, oĸcials and team technical
stĂī must leave the grid.

36.4

When the three minute signal is shown all cars on the grid must have their wheels ĮƩed, aŌer
this signal wheels may only be removed in the pit lane.
A penalty under ArƟcle 38.3(d) will be imposed on any driver whose car did not have all its
wheels fully ĮƩĞd at the three minute signal.

36.5

When the one minute signal is shown, engines should be started and all team personnel must
leave the grid by the Ɵme the 15 second signal is given taking all equipment with them.
If any team personnel or team equipment remain on the grid aŌĞr the 15 second signal has
been shown the driver of the car concerned must start the race from the pit lane as speciĮed
in ArƟcle 36.2. A penalty under ArƟcle 38.3(d) will be imposed on any driver who fails to start
the race from the pit lane.
If any driver needs assistance aŌĞr the 15 second signal he must raise his arm and, when the
remainder of the cars able to do so have leŌthe grid, marshals will be instructed to push the
car into the pit lane.
In either of the above cases, marshals with yellow ŇĂgs will stand beside any car (or cars)
concerned to warn drivers behind.

36.6

When the green lights are illuminated, the cars will begin the formation lap with the pole
posiƟon driver leading.
When leaving the grid all drivers must respect the pit lane speed limit unƟů they pass pole
posiƟon.

Marshals will be instructed to push any car (or cars) which remain on the grid into the pit lane
by the fastest route immediately aŌĞr cars able to do so have leŌthe grid. Any driver being
pushed from the grid may not aƩĞmpt to start the car and must follow the instrucƟons of the
marshals.
36.7

During the formaƟon lap pracƟce starts are forbidden and the formaƟon must be kept as Ɵght
as possible.

36.8

Overtaking during the formaƟon lap is only permiƩĞd if a car is delayed and cars behind
cannot avoid passing it without unduly delaying the remainder of the Įeld. In this case, drivers
may only overtake to re-establish the original starƟng order. Any driver delayed in this way,
and who is unable to re-establish the original starƟng order before he reaches the Įrst safety
car line, must enter the pit lane and start from the end of the pit lane as specŝĮed in ArƟcle
36.2.
A penalty under ArƟcle 38.3(d) will be imposed on any driver who fails to enter the pit lane if
he has not re-established the original starƟng order before he reaches the Įrst safety car line.

36.9

When the cars come back to the grid at the end of the formaƟon lap (or laps, see ArƟcle
39.16), they will stop within their respecƟve grid posiƟons, keeping their engines running.
There will be a standing start, the signal being given by means of lights acƟvated by the
permanent starter.
Once all the cars have come to a halt the Įve second light will appear followed by the four,
three, two and one second lights. At any Ɵme aŌĞr the one second light appears, the race will
be started by exƟnguishing all red lights.

36.10

Unless specŝĮcally authorised by the FIA safety delegate, during the start of a race the pit wall
must be kept free of all persons with the excepƟon of two people from each team, oĸcials
and Įre marshals.

36.11

If, aŌer returning to the starƟng grid at the end of the formaƟon lap a problem arises, the
following procedures shall apply :
a)

If a car develops a problem that could endanger the start the driver must immediately
raise his hands above his head and the marshal responsible for that row must
immediately wave a yellow ŇĂg. If the race director decides the start should be aborted
the green lights will be illuminated two seconds aŌer the abort lights are switched on, a
board saying “EXTRA FORMATION LAP” will be displayed and all cars able to do so must
complete a further formaƟon lap whilst the car which developed the problem is moved
into the pit lane.
When leaving the grid to complete the extra formaƟon lap all drivers must respect the
pit lane speed limit unƟů they pass pole posiƟon.
The team may then aƩĞmpt to recƟfy the problem and, if successful, the car may then
start from the end of the pit lane. Should there be more than one car involved their
starƟng order will be determined by the order in which they reached the end of the pit
lane.
Every Ɵme this happens the race will be shortened by one lap.

b)

If another problem arises which does not necessitate a delay to the start (see c) below),
drivers will be asked to carry out an extra formaƟon lap as set out in a) above. Any
driver who caused the start to be aborted, and is then able to start the extra formaƟon
lap must enter the pit lane at the end of the lap and start the race as specŝĮed in ArƟcle
36.2. A penalty under ArƟcle 38.3(d) will be imposed on any driver who fails to start the
race from the pit lane.

c)

If any other problem arises, and if the race director decides the start should be delayed,
the following procedures shall apply :

i)

If the race has not been started, the abort lights will be switched on, a board
saying “DELAYED START” will be displayed, engines should be stopped and all
teams will be informed of the likely delay via the oĸcial messaging system. Once
the start Ɵme is known at least Įve minutes warning will be given.
Tyre changing on the grid is not permiƩed during such a delay.
Every Ɵme this happens the race will be shortened by one lap.

ii)

If the race has been started the marshals alongside the grid will wave their yellow
ŇĂgs to inform the drivers that a car is staƟonary on the grid.

iii)

If, aŌer the start, a car is immobilised on the starƟng grid, it shall be the duty of
the marshals to push it into the pit lane by the fastest route. Any driver being
pushed from the grid may not aƩĞmpt to start the car.

iv)

Once the car is in the pit lane his mechanics may aƩĞmpt to start it, if successful
the driver may re-join the race. The driver and mechanics must follow the
instrucƟons of the track marshals at all Ɵmes during such a procedure.

36.12

Should ArƟcle 36.11 apply, the race will nevertheless count for the Championship no maƩer
how oŌĞn the procedure is repeated, or how much the race is shortened as a result.

36.13

Either of the penalƟes under ArƟcles 38.3c) or d) will be imposed for a false start judged using
an FIA supplied transponder which must be ĮƩĞd to the car as speciĮed.

36.14

Only in the following cases will any variaƟon in the start procedure be allowed :
a)

If it starts to rain aŌer the Įve minute signal but before the race is started and, in the
opinion of the race director teams should be given the opportunity to change tyres, the
abort lights will be shown on the Line and the starƟng procedure will begin again at the
ten minute point.

b)

If the start of the race is imminent and, in the opinion of the race director, the volume
of water on the track is such that it cannot be negoƟated safely even on wet-weather
tyres, the abort lights will be shown on the Line and all teams will be informed of the
likely delay via the oĸcial messaging system. Once the start Ɵme is known at least ten
minutes warning will be given.

37)

THE RACE

37.1

During the race, drivers leaving the pit lane may only do so when the light at the end of the pit
lane is green and on their own responsibility. A marshal with a blue ŇĂg and/or a ŇĂshing blue
light, will also warn the driver if cars are approaching on the track.

38)

INCIDENTS DURING THE RACE

38.1

The race director may report any on-track incident or suspected breach of these SporƟng
RegulaƟons or the Code (an “Incident”) to the stewards. AŌĞr review it shall be at the
discreƟon of the stewards to decide whether or not to proceed with an invesƟgaƟon.
The stewards may also invesƟgate an Incident noted by themselves.

38.2

a)

It shall be at the discreƟon of the stewards to decide if any driver involved in an Incident
should be penalised.
Unless it is clear to the stewards that a driver was wholly or predominantly to blame for
an Incident no penalty will be imposed.

b)

If an Incident is under invesƟgaƟon by the stewards a message informing all teams
which driver or drivers are involved will be sent via the oĸcial messaging system.
Provided that such a message is displayed no later than 60 minutes aŌer the race has
Įnished the driver or drivers concerned may not leave the circuit without the consent
of the stewards.

38.3

The stewards may impose any one of the penalƟes below on any driver involved in an
Incident :

a)

A Įve second Ɵme penalty. The driver must enter the pit lane, stop in his pit stop
posiƟon for at least Įve seconds and then re-join the race. The relevant driver may
however elect not to stop, provided he carries out no further pit stop before the end of
the race. In such cases Įve seconds will be added to the elapsed race Ɵme of the driver
concerned.

b)

A ten second Ɵme penalty. The driver must enter the pit lane, stop in his pit stop
posiƟon for at least ten seconds and then re-join the race. The relevant driver may
however elect not to stop, provided he carries out no further pit stop before the end of
the race. In such cases ten seconds will be added to the elapsed race Ɵme of the driver
concerned.

In both of the above cases the driver concerned must carry out the penalty the next Ɵme he
enters the pit lane.
c)

A drive-through penalty. The driver must enter the pit lane and re-join the race without
stopping.

d)

A ten second stop-and-go Ɵme penalty. The driver must enter the pit lane, stop in his pit
stop posiƟon for at least ten seconds and then re-join the race.

If any of the four penalƟes above are imposed upon a driver, and that driver is unable to serve
the penalty due to reƟrement from the race, the stewards may impose a grid place penalty on
the driver at his next Event.
If any of the four penalƟes above are imposed during the last three laps, or aŌer the end of a
race, ArƟcle 38.4(b) below will not apply and Įve seconds will be added to the elapsed race
Ɵme of the driver concerned in the case of (a) above, 10 seconds in the case of (b), 20 seconds
in the case of (c) and 30 seconds in the case of (d).
e)

A Ɵme penalty.

f)

A reprimand.

g)

A drop of any number of grid posiƟons at the driver’s next Event.

If any of the seven penalƟes above are imposed they shall not be subject to appeal.

38.4

h)

DisquaůŝĮcaƟon from the results.

i)

Suspension from the driver’s next Event.

Should the stewards decide to impose either of the penalƟes under ArƟcle 38.3(a), (b), (c) or
(d), the following procedure will be followed :
a)

The stewards will give wriƩen noƟĮcaƟon of the penalty which has been imposed to
the compeƟtor concerned and will inform all teams via the oĸcial messaging system.

b)

With the excepƟon of ArƟcles 38.3(a) and (b) above, from the Ɵme the team concerned
is noƟĮed of the stewards’ decision via the oĸcial messaging system the relevant driver
may cross the Line on the track no more than twice before entering the pit lane and, in
the case of a penalty under ArƟcle 38.3(d), proceeding to his garage where he shall
remain for the period of the Ɵme penalty.
However, unless the driver was already in the pit entry for the purpose of serving his
penalty, he may not carry out the penalty if the VSC procedure is in use or aŌĞr the
safety car has been deployed. The number of Ɵmes the driver crosses the Line behind
the safety car or during the VSC procedure will be added to the maximum number of
Ɵmes he may cross the Line on the track.

c)

Whilst a car is staƟonary in the pit lane as a result of incurring a penalty under ArƟcles
38.3(a) or (b) above it may not be worked on unƟů the car has been staƟonary for the
duraƟon of the penalty.

d)

Whilst a car is staƟonary in the pit lane as a result of incurring a Ɵme penalty under
ArƟcle 38.3(d) above it may not be worked on. However, if the engine stops it may be
started aŌĞr the Ɵme penalty period has elapsed.
Any breach or failure to comply with ArƟcles 38.4 (b), (c) or (d) may result in the car
being excluded.

e)

